Object segmentation model: analytical results and biological implications.
A simple, biologically motivated neural network for segmentation of a moving object from a visual scene is presented. The model consists of two parts: an object selection model which employs a scaling approach for receptive field sizes, and a subsequent network implementing a spotlight by means of multiplicative synapses. The network selects one object out of several, segments the rough contour of the object, and encodes the winner object's position with high accuracy. Analytical equations for the performance level of the network, e.g., for the critical distance of two objects above which they are perceived as separate, are derived. The network preferentially chooses the object with the largest angular velocity and the largest angular width. An equation for the velocity and width preferences is presented. Additionally it is shown that for certain neurons of the model, flat receptive fields are more favourable than Gaussian ones. The network exhibits performances similar to those known from amphibians. Various electrophysiological and behavioral results--e.g., the distribution of the diameters of the receptive fields of tectal neurons, of the tongue-projecting salamander Hydromantes italicus and the range of optimal prey velocities for prey catching--can be understood on the basis of the model.